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Abstract
In cognitive radio networks, the licensed frequency bands of the primary users (PUs) are available
to the secondary user (SU) provided that they do not cause significant interference to the PUs. In
this paper, we analyzed the normalized throughput of the SU with multiple PUs coexisting under any
Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) communication protocol. We consider a cognitive radio
transmission where the frame structure consists of sensing and data transmission slots. In order to
achieve the maximum normalized throughput of the SU and control the interference level to the legal
PUs, the optimal frame length of the SU is found via simulation. In this context, a new analytical
formula has been expressed for the achievable normalized throughput of SU with multiple PUs under
prefect and imperfect spectrum sensing scenarios. Moreover, the impact of imperfect sensing, variable
frame length of SU and the variable PU traffic loads, on the normalized throughput has been critically
investigated. It has been shown that the analytical and simulation results are in perfect agreement. Our
analytical results are much useful to determine how to select the frame duration length subject to the
parameters of cognitive radio network such as network traffic load, achievable sensing accuracy and
number of coexisting PUs.
Index Terms
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I. INTRODUCTION
Spectrum bands are considered as one of the important limited resources in wireless communi-
cations which should be utilized efficiently. However, it is reported by Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) that 70% of the allocated spectrum bands in US are not fully utilized [1].
Under this motivation, thanks to cognitive radio technology, the secondary user (SU) is allowed
to use the free spectrum bands which are licensed originally to the primary users (PUs) [2–5].
In order to avoid the intolerable interference to the PUs, it is required that the spectrum sensing
should be carried out more frequent to control the SU data transmission and to achieve the
maximum throughput.
In cognitive radio networks, the throughput of the SU1 is an important parameter which should
be maximized under the condition that the interference level to the PU should be below a certain
threshold. In this context, a typical frame structure is considered for the SU which comprises of
the sensing and the data transmission slots. The sensing slot and the data transmission slot are
required to be coordinated in a unit frame such that (i) the amount of transmitted data packets
increases and (ii) the number of collisions with the PUs decreases.
The length of the sensing slot determines the accuracy of spectrum sensing detection such
that the higher accuracy can be obtained by collecting sufficient number of samples during
the sensing phase, i.e. increasing the sensing length [6–8]. To provide higher sensing accuracy,
several spectrum sensing algorithms have been introduced and developed, such as the traditional
energy detector and eigenvalue-based detection algorithms which are based on the eigenvalues of
the received signal covariance matrix [6–11]. From the SUs’ perspective, the lower probability
of sensing errors mandates to improve the throughput of the SU. Therefore, a tradeoff is
required to be defined between the sensing length and throughput of the SUs based on the
frame structure [12, 13]. Following each sensing period, the secondary transmission starts when
1In cognitive radio network, the throughput gain of the network mainly depends on the throughput gain of SUs because the
throughput of PUs are not expected to be affected by the SUs activities. Hence, in this work we consider the throughput of
cognitive radio network as the throughput of SUs only.
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3the licensed channel is considered as idle by the SU. Otherwise, the SU has to wait until the
next frame to sense the licensed channels again before any opportunistic usage of channels. In
[13], the optimization of spectrum sensing length has been studied using the sensing-throughput
tradeoff metric. Specifically, the paper studied the design of the sensing length to maximize
the achievable throughput of a single channel cognitive radio network, under the constraint of
the probability of detection. To provide better service for SUs, it is advisable to aggregate the
perceived spectrum opportunities obtained through simultaneous sensing over multiple channels.
In [14], the design of the sensing time has been investigated in order to maximize the average
achievable throughput of the multiple channels in cognitive radio network without causing
harmful interference to the PUs or exceeding the power limit of the secondary transmitter.
The optimal sensing length is identified for the above problem under average power constraint.
As an extended work of [14], authors in [15] also studied the problem of designing the optimal
sensing length that maximizes the throughput of a wideband sensing-based spectrum sharing
cognitive radio network and a wideband opportunistic spectrum access cognitive radio network.
Different from [14], in [15] the authors introduce an average interference power constraint in the
wideband opportunistic spectrum access scheme (besides the average transmit power constraint),
in order to effectively protect the PUs from harmful interference for the realistic scenario of
imperfect sensing. Moreover, the effect of this constraint on the optimal sensing time has also
been demonstrated in paper.
Compared with sensing length, transmission duration length also impacts the extent of inter-
ference between the PUs and the SU and mainly dominates the throughput of the SU. Therefore,
the optimization of transmission duration length should also be investigated in order to further
improve throughput for higher quality networks. However, current work on the impact of data
transmission length on the throughput is limited. With the same frame structure, [16] considered
a cognitive radio network that a SU makes opportunistic access to a spectrum band which is
legally licensed to a PU according to the sensing result. Based on the required sensing time and
the traffic pattern of PU, an optimal value for transmission duration of SU has been determined
such that the throughput of the SU is maximized. However, in [16], the data transmission length is
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4optimized only with single PU coexisting in the cognitive radio network. Moreover, the analysis
is based on the assumption that the spectrum sensing by the SU is perfect.
In this paper, we consider a variable data transmission length with constant sensing length
which also means variable frame length. Moreover, we analyze the normalized throughput of
the SU who is allowed to make opportunistic access to the spectrum bands which are originally
licensed to the multiple PUs coexisting in the network with a frequency division multiplexing
system, which means the PUs and channels are one to one mapping. The contributions of this
work are described as:
 we extend the analytical analysis for both perfect and imperfect spectrum sensing by the SU
and provide the analytical expression of normalized throughput for the SU with multiple
PUs coexisting in the cognitive networks.
 we address the selection of optimal frame length of the SU cognitive transmission under
variable traffic load of PUs.
 we investigate the impact of imperfect sensing, variable frame length of SU and the variable
PU traffic loads, on the normalized throughput.
 we study the selection of the frame duration length and required sensing accuracy subject
to the parameters of cognitive radio network such as network traffic load and number of
coexisting PUs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II defines the system model and explains
how the SU detects and accesses the multiple licensed spectrum bands. In Section III, we provide
the normalized throughput expression of the SU for perfect and imperfect spectrum sensing
cases with multiple PUs. Simulation results and discussions to validate the analytical analysis
are presented in Section IV. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this paper, we consider a single SU coexisting with K PUs in the cognitive radio network,
which means there are K channels available for the SU to sense and to access, if available. The
SU may be considered as a secondary terminal withM transmit antennas such that the SU collects
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5N samples from each PU during the sensing phase for each sensing. The collected samples will
be forwarded to a fusion center for combined processing and decision. A typical frame structure
of the SU is shown in Fig. 1 where each frame with length T consists of the sensing slot with
length  and the data transmission slot with length T    . The data transmission of the SU is
activated subject to the spectrum sensing results based on the following two hypotheses for each
channel
H0 : y(n) = w(n); (1)
H1 : y(n) = h(n) s(n) +w(n); (2)
where y(n) = [y1(n);    ; yM(n)]T is the M  1 observed complex time series containing
M samples received at instant n; w(n) for all n = f1; 2;    ; Ng represents a M  1 complex
circular Gaussian white noise process with unknown variance 2w. In (2), the vector h(n) 2 CM1
typically represents the propagation channel between the corresponding PU and M antennas
and the signal s(n) for all n = f1; 2;    ; Ng denotes a standard scalar i.i.d circular complex
Gaussian process with zero mean and unit variance and stands for the source signal to be detected.
Hypothesis H0 and H1 stand for the spectrum band detected are idle and occupied respectively.
The SU transmits data during the data transmission phase only when the sensing result during
the sensing phase is H0, otherwise the SU will keep silent until the next frame. A typical
cognitive radio transmission with two PUs of such system model is shown in Fig. 2. If more
than one spectrum bands of PUs are sensed idle (available) to the SU, it is assumed that the SU
chooses the best channel to transmit data packets. The quality of channel could be estimated
by very short time compared with the sensing length. For example, in IEEE 802.11a, only 4
pilot symbols are used for channel estimation [17] while in IEEE 802.22 wireless regional area
network (WRAN) thousands of samples are required for a typical sensing [18]. Therefore, for the
frame structure of SU, the channel estimation time could be ignored and thus is not considered
in Fig. 1.
Furthermore, we assumed (i) the traffic loads of the PUs are exponentially distributed with
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6the mean of the occupied and the idle durations denoted by 1 and 0 respectively, (ii) the
SU is heavily loaded and always has packets to transmit. The packet collisions during the
transmission are considered as interference since the collided packets are assumed to be lost. In
this context, in order to maximize the throughput, the interference should be minimized. For the
perfect spectrum sensing case, collisions occur only when the corresponding PU activate during
the data transmission phase of the SU, which is illustrated by Fig. 3. While for the imperfect
spectrum sensing scenario, there are extra collisions which occur due to false detection of the
spectrum, i.e. the situation where the spectrum is actually occupied by the PUs and wrongly
detected as idle which is referred to as missed detection. It is to note that multiple access
control can also avoid data collision, but mainly when multiple SUs are considered. If more
than one SUs try to access the same channel, multiple access control may select the proper
SU to avoid the collisions between SUs. The proper SU selection may also further reduce the
collisions between the selected SU and PU. Some similar works have been done on this issue
such as [19, 20]. However, in this paper we assume only one SU existing in the cognitive radio
network and therefore the collisions are between the SU and the PUs. Moreover, another type
of spectrum sensing errors which is referred to as false alarm further decreases the throughput
of the cognitive radio transmission of the SU and reduces the spectrum utilization efficiency.
Therefore, it is important to discover the degradation to the throughput due to imperfect sensing
under variable traffic loads of PUs.
III. NORMALIZED THROUGHPUT FOR THE SU
We consider there are K PUs and each of the K channels has the same channel capacity which
is denoted as C. Let us define P sp and P
s
ip as the probability of the collision for the SU during
the cognitive radio transmission when no sensing error occurs and when missed detection occurs
respectively. Analytical expressions of the throughput for the SU under these two scenarios will
be given in the following sub-sections.
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7A. Throughput of SU with Perfect Spectrum Sensing
With perfect spectrum sensing, the sensing results are always accurate. The SU will keep
silent only if all channels are occupied, otherwise the SU will transmit data during the data
transmission phase. If we assume that i indicates the number of occupied channels while K   i
indicates the number of free (idle) channels, where i = 0; :::; K. For any sensing instant, the
probability that there are i occupied channels and K   i free channels is determined by the
traffic density of the PUs and could be expressed as
P(K;i) = (1  )K i i; (3)
where  =

1
0+1

is the traffic load factor which is defined as the amount of the traffic that
each PU generates on the respective channel [21]; as mentioned in last section, 1 and 0 are
the mean of the occupied and the idle durations of PUs traffic loads, respectively. Similarly, for
any sensing instant, the probability that the SU senses at least one free channel and is allowed
to access one of them, is given by
P(K;i<K) =
 
1  K : (4)
Now the throughput of the SU can be expressed as
Rp(K;T ) = P(K;i<K)
T   
T
 
1  P sp

C; (5)
and the normalized throughput may be expressed as
Rp(K;T ) = P(K;i<K)
T   
T
 
1  P sp

; (6)
where P(K;i<K) is given as (4). It is to note that since the length of the sensing slot is fixed, the
longer the frame duration T , the higher the probability that the PU will become active during data
transmission phase, which leads to more collisions for both the PU and the SU thus decreasing
the throughput of the SU. To this extent, we may now calculate the P sp to obtain the normalized
throughput expression of the cognitive radio transmission of SU under perfect spectrum sensing
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8with multiple PUs.
We define t as the time required for PU to become active from starting point of data trans-
mission slot in the current frame, which is shown in Fig. 2. The collision duration of the current
frame with PU can be expressed as
y(t) =
8<: T      t; 0  t  (T   )0; t  (T   ); (7)
Because the random variable t is exponential distributed, the probability density function (PDF)
of t is
P (t) =
1
0
exp

  t
0

; (8)
and the mean time that the SU transmit with collision as shown in Fig. 2 may be expressed as
y(T ) =
Z T 
0
(T      t)P (t)dt = T      0

1  exp

 T   
0

; (9)
where the mean time that the SU transmit with collision is a function of frame length T . Finally,
we can calculate P sp [16] as
P sp =
y(T )
T    = 1 
0
T   

1  exp

 T   
0

: (10)
By substituting (4) and (10) into (6), the normalized throughput of the SU with K PUs coexisting
in the network can now be expressed as
Rp(K;T ) =
 
1  K 0
T

1  exp

 T   
0

: (11)
B. Throughput of SU with Imperfect Spectrum Sensing
In real time environment, spectrum sensing is always imperfect and the sensing errors may
be categorized as (i) errors due to missed detection and (ii) errors due to false alarm. Missed
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9detection leads to more collisions between the SU and the PUs where the channel is wrongly
considered idle while the false alarm makes the SU keep silent even if the idle channel is available
to SU. Let pmd and pfa denote the probability of missed detection and the probability of false
alarm respectively for each sensing result to each channel. Here, if missed detection occurs,
there is a probability that the PU becomes idle (inactive) before the current frame ends, which
gives very limited contribution to the throughput of the SU. Fig. 4 is a graphical illustration to
show this limited contribution to the normalized throughput due to missed detection.
In order to obtain the expression of the accurate normalized throughput of the SU, firstly it
is necessary to calculate the probability of collision due to missed detection P sip. We define r as
the time required for PU to become idle from the starting point of data transmission slot in the
current frame as also shown in Fig. 4. The collision free duration of the current frame with PU
can thus be expressed as
z(r) =
8<: T      r; 0  r  (T   )0; r  (T   ): (12)
Because the random variable r is also exponentially distributed, the PDF of r is
Q(r) =
1
1
exp

  r
1

; (13)
and with missed detection the mean time that the SU transmits without collision as shown in
Fig. 4 may be expressed as
z(T ) =
Z T 
0
(T      r)Q(r)dr = T      1

1  exp

 T   
1

: (14)
The percentage of collision transmission out of data transmission duration is
P sip =
T      z(T )
T    =
1
T   

1  exp

 T   
1

: (15)
Then we may start to conclude the expression of normalized throughput of SU with imperfect
spectrum sensing. Similarly, for any sensing instant, we still assume that i indicates the number
of occupied channels while K   i indicates the number of free channels, where i = 0; :::; K.
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After sensing, we denote m as the number of missed detected channels out of i occupied
channels and n as the number of false alarmed channels out of K   i free channels. In this
case, K   i  n indicates the number of correctly sensed free channel while i m indicates the
number of correctly sensed occupied channel. For any given i, the probability that there are n
sensed channels with false alarm out of K  i actual free channels and the probability that there
are m sensed channels with missed detection out of i actual occupied channels are given by
P(njK;i) = (1  pfa)K i n pnfa; (16)
P(mjK;i) = (1  pmd)i m pmmd; (17)
respectively, where m = 0; :::; i and n = 0; :::; K   i. Consequently, for any sensing instant, the
joint probability that there are i channels are actually occupied (K  i channels are actually free)
and after sensing there are n sensed channels with false alarm out of K i actual free channels at
same time there are m sensed channels with missed detection out of i actual occupied channels
could be expressed using chain rule of conditional probability [22] as:
P(K;i;m;n) = P(K;i) P(njK;i) P(mjK;i); (18)
where P(K;i) is given as (3). If K  i n = 0 and at the same time m = 0, which means all busy
channels are sensed correctly and all free channels have false alarm, the SU will keep silent and
there is no throughput contribution, otherwise the SU will transmit data during data transmission
slot using one of the K i n correctly sensed free channels or m missed detected busy channel
as the SU is supposed to choose the best channel to transmit. It is assumed all PUs and the SU
are randomly located in a unit area and also channel quality is varying with time and location.
Therefore, we can say the best channel would probably be any one of all channels, which means
choosing the best channel is equivalent to randomly choosing a channel out of all sensed free
channels if we consider huge amount of Monte Carlo Simulations. Thus, the probability that
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one of missed detected busy channels would be chosen by the SU is m
K i n+m and similarly
the probability that one of correctly sensed free channels would be chosen is K i n
K i n+m . For any
given i, m and n, we calculate the normalized throughput of the SU as:
Ri;m;nip (K;T ) = P(K;i;m;n) L; (19)
where
L =
8>>><>>>:
0; if K   i  n+m = 0
T 
T
  
K i n
K i n+m
  
1  P sp

+ m
K i n+m
 
1  P sip

; if K   i  n+m 6= 0
(20)
In order to calculate the overall normalized throughput, all combinations of i, m, n should be
considered. Then using the law of total probability [22], the normalized throughput of the SU
with imperfect spectrum sensing can be final expressed as:
Rip(K;T ) =
KX
i=0
CiK
K iX
n=0
iX
m=0
CnK i C
m
i R
i;m;n
ip (K;T )
=
KX
i=0
CiK P(K;i)
K iX
n=0
iX
m=0
CnK i C
m
i P(njK;i) P(mjK;i) L; (21)
by substituting(3), (16) and (17) into (21), then
=
KX
i=0
CiK (1  )K i i
K iX
n=0
iX
m=0
CnK i C
m
i p
n
fa (1  pfa)K i n pmmd (1  pmd)i m L;
(22)
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where Cab =
b!
(b a)!a! and by substituting(10) and (15) into (20), then L could be expressed as
L =
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
0; if K   i  n+m = 0
0(K i n)
T (K i n+m)

1  exp

 T 
0

+ m(T )
T (K i n+m)   m1T (K i n+m)

1  exp

 T 
1

;
if K   i  n+m 6= 0
(23)
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We simulate the cognitive radio network under perfect and imperfect spectrum sensing envi-
ronments with multiple PUs to determine the impact of imperfect sensing, variable frame length
and variable PUs’ traffic load on normalized throughput. 20000 Monte Carlo simulations are
performed and the simulation settings of cognitive radio transmission are described as follows:
 PU transmission rate = 20 ms/packet.
 SU transmission rate = 1 ms/packet.
 The sensing length  = 1 ms.
 Two types of traffic loads are considered:
1) Normal traffic load, i.e. Voice over Internet Protocol (VOIP) traffic with 0 = 650 ms,
1 = 352 ms and  = 0:35, i.e. 35% traffic load (this is considered as a benchmark
PU traffic load in the following discussions).
2) Heavy traffic load with 0 = 1 and  = 0:5, i.e. 50% traffic load.
A. Effect of Variable Number of PUs on Throughput
In this section, we investigate the impact of multiple PUs in cognitive radio networks under
prefect and imperfect spectrum sensing and variable PU traffic loads. Simulation results are
discussed and compared with analytical results later in this section.
Fig. 5(a) shows the probability of collision for SU under the normal and the heavy traffic
environments with perfect spectrum sensing. The probability is calculated as the ratio of number
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of collided packets to the total number of transmitted packets during the cognitive radio trans-
mission. The probability of packet collisions is found higher under heavy traffic load since more
frequent packets transmissions lead to more collisions. It should be noted that under the perfect
spectrum sensing, the probabilities of collisions with variable number of PUs are considered as
same since the cognitive radio network is under the assumption that the SU only use the best
channel if more than one channels are sensed as idle.
Similarly, Fig. 5(b) shows the probability of total collisions of SU with imperfect spectrum
sensing and with multiple PUs coexisting in the network for VOIP traffic. It should be noted
that the total collisions with imperfect spectrum includes two parts (i) the collisions when the
PUs activate during the data transmission phase of the SUs, whose probability is calculated as
(10) and (ii) the collisions due to missed detections, whose probability is calculated as (15).
Here, we assume that the probability of missed detection pmd and probability of false alarm pfa
are considered as fixed and both set to be 5%. It can be seen that different from the perfect
sensing case, various number of PUs result in different probabilities of collision. In comparison
with Fig. 5(a), more collisions (approximately 4%) occur due to the missed detections and the
probability of these extra collisions is given by P sip. However, the sensing errors caused by missed
detection may be gradually tolerated with the increase in number of available channels. This
can also be seen by comparing the two figures Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b), i.e. the probability of
total collisions with imperfect spectrum sensing approaches the P sp with the increasing number
of PU participating in the cognitive radio network. The same may be considered as a reasonable
justification of why P sp does not change with an increase in the number of coexisting PUs.
Fig. 6 shows the normalized throughput of SU as a function of various frame length for VOIP
network traffic under the perfect and imperfect spectrum sensing environments. It can be observed
clearly that the throughput of the SU increases with the increase in number of PUs which join
the cognitive radio network. This is due to the fact that the SU has more opportunities to access
channels in the cognitive radio network with multiple PUs coexisting. However, the throughput
certainly suffers from imperfect sensing and the degradation is significant when perfect and
imperfect sensing curves of each pair are compared. This degradation is not only due to more
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collisions but also the false alarm which makes the SU keep silent even if the channel is free. The
degradation impact is slightly mitigated as number of PUs increases. For example, the imperfect
sensing curve is closer with the perfect sensing curve for K = 5 as compared with other pairs
with comparatively less number of PUs. It also can be seen that an optimal frame length which
gives the best throughput can be spotted which is approximately located at Topt = 35 ms.
Similarly, Fig. 7 illustrates the normalized throughput of the SU for heavy traffic ( = 50%)
with perfect and imperfect spectrum sensing environments. Similar to the VOIP traffic load case,
Fig. 7 illustrates the same trend of normalized throughput varying as the SU’s frame length varies.
Obviously, under heavy traffic load case the optimal frame duration moves to around Topt = 28
ms which offers the best normalized throughput of SU. The normalized throughput of the SU
is worse than that of the VOIP traffic load scenario with any corresponding number of PUs
because the channels are more often occupied by their licensed (legal users) PUs under heavy
traffic load. This degradation can be clearly noticed by comparing the respective curves in Fig.
6 and Fig. 7. As an example, consider the curves with K = 2 PUs participating in the network.
Under perfect spectrum sensing, the normalized throughput of the SU with optimal frame length
degrades from 0:83 offered by VOIP traffic load to 0:71 offered by heavy traffic load, i.e. 17%
degradation due to increase in PU traffic load from 35% to 50%. Similarly, under imperfect
spectrum sensing the degradation due to the increase in PU traffic load increases to 19%.
There is another non-intuitive result that can be deduced from comparison of Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
That is, for heavy traffic the impact of imperfect sensing on normalized throughput with variable
number of PUs shows different trends compared with that for VOIP traffic. It can be seen that
imperfect sensing curves become far from the corresponding perfect sensing curves with the
increase in number of PUs in the network. This shows that how the throughput degradation
due to imperfect sensing varies as the increase in number of PUs, mainly depends on the PUs’
traffic loads. When PUs are under relatively high traffic load, imperfect sensing degrades more
SU’s throughput as PUs’ number increasing while the degradation becomes less as PUs’ number
increases when PUs are under relatively low traffic load. We choose different traffic loads from
20% to 80% and summarize the trend of normalized throughput varying due to imperfect sensing
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as Table I. This result is very useful to determine how to set sensing parameters to achieve the
required sensing accuracy because the throughput of the SU has shown the different sensitivity
to sensing accuracy under different traffic loads of PUs.
Finally, it is also illustrated that the simulation results and the analytical results are in perfect
agreement with both the perfect and imperfect spectrum sensing and under both types of traffic
loads (compare the red markers with the respective solid and dashed black curves).
B. Relative Throughput Gain at Optimal Frame Duration
To further explore the effect of the variable number of PUs, we introduce a definition of
relative throughput gain (). For any given number of PU,  is defined as
 =
maxfR()(Topt)g  minfR()(T )g
minfR()(T )g ; (24)
where maxfR()(Topt)g is the maximum normalized throughput achieved under perfect or im-
perfect spectrum sensing scenarios with SU’s variable frame duration from 10 ms to 180 ms, i.e.
the achieved normalized throughput with optimal frame duration. Similarly, minfR()(T )g is the
minimum normalized throughput achieved under perfect or imperfect sensing scenarios with this
variable frame duration of the SU. The results reflected by both perfect and imperfect spectrum
sensing under VOIP and heavy traffic loads are summarized in Table II for various number of
PUs. It can been seen that the relative throughput gain with optimal frame duration is almost
fixed as the number of PUs increases. Consistent with the result discussed in last subsection,
the throughput gain at optimal frame length is mainly affected by traffic loads of PUs, i.e. under
heavy traffic load it is always more pronounced than the gain under VOIP traffic load.
C. Effect of Variable PU Traffic Load
Based on previous discussions, one may reach to the conclusion that the increase in number of
PUs does not affect the optimal frame duration while various PUs’ traffic load does. Therefore,
it would be more interesting to further explore the effect of variable PU activity on the optimal
frame duration length. This may be considered as a case where the amount of traffic that PU
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generates is variable throughout the day or during a particular time period. For simplicity, we
consider a case where the cognitive radio network comprises of a PU and a SU. Fig. 8(a)
illustrates the effect of variable load factor on the optimal frame duration of SU which achieves
the maximum normalized throughput. Here, we vary the load factor of PU () from 20% to 90%.
It can be seen that the optimal frame duration of cognitive radio transmission decreases with the
increase in PU load factor. This leads to a conclusion that in order to maximize the normalized
throughput, the optimal frame length of the SU cognitive radio transmission should be adaptively
changed as the variable traffic load of the PU. This is considered as a useful investigation which
is equivalently important for standardization of cognitive radio networks specially for a case
where the PU traffic load (PU activity) is variable.
Now, we investigate the impact of variable PU traffic load on the interference to the PU
due to SU cognitive radio transmission. The interference is due to the packet collision and the
corresponding probability of collision is shown in Fig. 8(b) as a function of variable PU traffic
load with their corresponding optimal frame lengths shown in Fig. 8(a). It can be seen clearly
that the interference levels to the PUs decreases with the increase in PU traffic load. The reason
is that with the increasing PU traffic load although collisions due to missed detection increase,
the amount of collisions when the PUs activate during the data transmission phase of the SU
becomes much less, which dominates the total amount of collisions and thus the interference
level decreases. To control the interference level of PU to a tolerable level, an appropriate frame
duration should be selected subject to different system requirement and achievable throughput.
In other words, a tradeoff problem between achievable throughput of the SU and the interference
to PUs needs to be considered when the frame duration length of the SU is set for a cognitive
radio network.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we analyzed the throughput of the SU in a cognitive radio network based on the
frame structure which consists of sensing and data transmission slots. The achievable normalized
throughput of the SU has been analytically expressed with multiple PUs under perfect and
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imperfect spectrum sensing environments. The impact of coexistence of multiple PUs in the
network and subsequently variable frame length, on the achievable normalized throughput has
been critically illustrated for perfect and imperfect spectrum sensing scenarios with variable
traffic loads of PUs. The analysis with imperfect spectrum sensing is very useful to determine
the required sensing accuracy during the cognitive radio transmission of SU. The behavior of
the imperfect sensing curve has been investigated and it has been found that the impact of
imperfect sensing on throughput is not only related to the number of coexisting PUs but also
much involved with the traffic loads of a realistic cognitive radio network. It has been illustrated
that the analytical and the simulation results are in perfect agreement under all considered
scenarios. Moreover, it has also been shown that the optimal frame length which maximizes the
throughput of the SU strictly depends on the PU traffic load. However, the proper frame length
should be adaptively chosen to achieve higher throughput of the SU at the same time to control
the interference to the legal PUs at a tolerable level.
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Fig. 1. A graphical structure of a typical frame structure of SU cognitive radio transmission.
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Fig. 2. A graphical structure of a typical cognitive radio transmission with K = 2 PUs with perfect sensing.
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Fig. 3. A graphical illustration of data packets collision when PU becomes active in a typical cognitive radio transmission
with perfect sensing.
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Fig. 4. A graphical illustration of a typical cognitive radio transmission with missed detection.
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Fig. 5. Probability of total collision of SU for: (a) perfect spectrum sensing under VOIP and heavy traffic; and (b) imperfect
spectrum sensing under VOIP traffic.
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Fig. 6. Normalized throughput vs. frame duration for VOIP traffic showing; (i) impact of perfect and imperfect spectrum
sensing on normalized throughput (compare solid curves with dashed curves for selected values of primary users K) and (ii)
comparison between simulation and analytical results (compare solid and dashed curves with the respective red dotted markers).
TABLE I
SU’S THROUGHPUT DEGRADATION DUE TO IMPERFECT SENSING
XXXXXXXXXXNumber of PUs

20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%
1 3.71% 3.23% 2.75% 2.27% 1.80% 1.32% 0.86%
2 2.28% 2.94% 3.31% 3.41% 3.23% 2.78% 2.06%
3 1.50% 2.45% 3.32% 3.98% 4.30% 4.15% 3.43%
5 1.15% 2.05% 3.15% 4.41% 5.59% 6.37% 6.18%
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Fig. 7. Normalized throughput vs. frame duration for heavy traffic (i.e. 50% PU traffic load )showing; (i) impact of perfect and
imperfect spectrum sensing on normalized throughput (compare solid curves with dashed curves for selected values of primary
users K) and (ii) comparison between simulation and analytical results (compare solid and dashed curves with the respective
red dotted markers).
TABLE II
RELATIVE THROUGHPUT GAIN WITH OPTIMAL FRAME LENGTH
VOIP traffic Heavy traffic
Number of PUs Perfect Sensing Imperfect Sensing Number of PUs Perfect Sensing Imperfect Sensing
1 6.92% 7.58% 1 9.21% 8.02%
2 7.75% 8.00% 2 8.59% 8.69%
3 7.51% 7.55% 3 8.40% 8.21%
5 8.19% 8.44% 5 8.81% 8.93%
10 7.22% 7.31% 10 8.92% 8.73%
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Fig. 8. Impact of variable traffic load on: (a) optimal frame duration; and (b) interference levels to the PUs caused by SU
(probability of collision).
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